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Abstract

Background: Congenital pseudarthrosis of the tibia (CPT) is a rare disease. Some patients present neurofibromatosis
type 1 (NF1), while some others do not manifest NF1 (non-NF1). The etiology of CPT, particularly non-NF1 CPT, is not
well understood. Here we screened germline variants of 75 CPT cases, including 55 NF1 and 20 non-NF1. Clinical data
were classified and analyzed based on NF1 gene variations to investigate the genotype-phenotype relations of the two
types of patients.

Results: Using whole-exome sequencing and Multiplex Ligation-Dependent Probe Amplification, 44 out of 55 NF1 CPT
patients (80.0%) were identified as carrying pathogenic variants of the NF1 gene. Twenty-five variants were novel;
53.5% of variants were de novo, and a higher proportion of their carriers presented bone fractures compared to
inherited variant carriers. No NF1 pathogenic variants were found in all 20 non-NF1 patients. Clinical features comparing
NF1 CPT to non-NF1 CPT did not show significant differences in bowing or fracture onset, lateralization, tissue
pathogenical results, abnormality of the proximal tibial epiphysis, and follow-up tibial union after surgery. A
considerably higher proportion of non-NF1 patients have cystic lesion (Crawford type III) and used braces after surgery.

Conclusions: We analyzed a large cohort of non-NF1 and NF1 CPT patients and provided a new perspective
for genotype-phenotype features related to germline NF1 variants. Non-NF1 CPT in general had similar clinical
features of the tibia as NF1 CPT. Germline NF1 pathogenic variants could differentiate NF1 from non-NF1 CPT
but could not explain the CPT heterogeneity of NF1 patients. Our results suggested that non-NF1 CPT was probably
not caused by germline NF1 pathogenic variants. In addition to NF1, other genetic variants could also contribute to CPT
pathogenesis. Our findings would facilitate the interpretation of NF1 pathogenic variants in CPT genetic counseling.
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Background
Congenital pseudarthrosis of the tibia (CPT, HP: 0009736)
is a rare disease characterized by either pseudarthrosis in
early life or pathological fractures of the anterolateral part
of the tibia presented bowing, narrowing of the medullary
canal, or a cyst [1–3]. The prevalence of CPT is approxi-
mately 1 in 140,000 births [4, 5]. The treatment of CPT
remains challenging and the long-term outcome of sur-
gery is poor [6, 7]. Currently, the etiology of CPT has not
been completely understood. It remains one of the most
puzzle conditions in pediatric orthopedics worldwide.
CPT was previously reported to be closely related to

neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF1 [OMIM: 162200]) [1, 5, 6].
About 84.0% of all CPT patients have NF1 according to a
recent review [8]. NF1 is a common autosomal dominant
genetic disorder affecting multi-system including skeletal
and neurocutaneous systems. It was reported that about
38% of NF1 manifestations resulted from skeletal abnor-
malities, and the primary abnormalities included long-
bone dysplasia, sphenoid-wing dysplasia, and scoliosis [9].
Long-bone dysplasia typically affects the tibia and occurs
in about 5% of NF1 patients [3, 10]. NF1 is fundamentally
caused by loss-of-function variants in NF1 gene [5, 11],
which have complete penetrance in adults with a high
degree of variability of clinical expressions [12]. NF1 en-
codes neurofibromin, a tumor suppressor negatively regu-
lating RAS proto-oncogene to prevent cell overgrowth by
inhibiting Ras/MAPK signaling [13–16]. NF1 is expressed
in the endothelial cells, glial cells, immune cells, neurons,
and the adrenal medulla [12]. NF1-deficient osteoblasts
promote the activation of osteoclasts through the secre-
tion of cytokines such as osteopontin [16, 17]. In tibial
pseudarthrosis tissue of NF1 patients, mRNA and protein
expression levels decrease and p44/42 MAPK (Ras-path-
way) activities are upregulated [18].
The relationship between CPT and NF1 is unclear.

Not all CPT patients have NF1 and only 2–4% of NF1
patients manifest CPT [10, 19]. No significant differ-
ences were found in the cells and tissues between NF1
and non-NF1 CPT, and there was an accumulation of
nerve cells surround the small arteries in the thickened
periosteum of both NF1 and non-NF1 CPT [20]. Both
NF1 and non-NF1 CPT showed lower osteogenicity in
the cultured bone marrow stromal cells from the lesion
tissue [21]. However, the genetic background and patho-
genesis of the two types of CPT remain unclear. The
associated clinical manifestations, interventions and out-
comes of this disease remain to be clarified. In this
study, we included 75 CPT patients from 74 trios (55
NF1 and 20 non-NF1). We combined whole-exome
sequencing (WES), Multiplex Ligation-Dependent Probe
Amplification (MLPA) and comprehensive clinical data
analysis to investigate the genetic background and the
associated phenotypes related to germline NF1 variants.

Results
NF1 pathogenic variants were identified in 58.7% CPT
cases and predominantly affected NF1 CPT
Among NF1 CPT patients, NF1 heterozygous pathogenic
variants (Fig. 1c) were detected in 44 cases (44/55–80.0%),
including 25 novel variants (Table 1). Sixteen cases had
pathogenic variants that were recorded in ClinVar; these
variants were seen in NF1 patients, among whom three
had CPT phenotypes (Table 1). The variants included 18
stop codons, 15 InDels, 5 splice sites, 3 missense variants
and 3 gross deletions (Fig. 1d, Table 1, Additional file 1:
Figure S1). Out of the 44 pathogenic variants, 43 (97.7%)
had damaging functional effects (loss-of-function), which
were interpreted as pathogenic variants based on ACMG
criteria [22]. The proportion of loss-of-function associated
variants (MAF < 0.005) was dramatically higher in NF1
CPT patients than in all populations and the East Asian
population in gnomAD database (74.5% vs. 1.4%) (Fig. 1f,
Additional file 5: Table S2). The three missense variants
(p.(Tyr489Cys), p.(Gly629Arg), and p.(Trp777Ser)) were
close to N-terminus ahead of Ras GAP domain (Fig. 2).
p.(Tyr489Cys) and p.(Gly629Arg) were recorded in Clin-
Var as pathogenic. p.(Tyr489Cys) was found to cause the
downstream of 62 nt at cDNA c.1466_1527del at exon 13
and then formed a stop codon at AA 489 in five patients
[23]. p.(Gly629Arg) (c.G1885A) generated a cryptic 3′
splice site that resulted in a cDNA with 1846_1886del
[24]. p.(Trp777Ser) (c.G2330C) was reported in six NF1
patients, and was interpreted as likely pathogenic in
ACMG and ClinVar (Table 1). The identified NF1 patho-
genic variants were located at various positions and
showed high heterogeneity. Only two variants were shared
by two families (44A and 45A shared p.Q400X; 37A and
75A shared c.3113 + 1G > A, Table 1). The region near the
N-terminus harbored slightly more variants than the C-
terminus of neurofibromin (Fig. 2). In addition, partial or
entire NF1 deletions were found in three patients (10A,
15A, 35A) (Table 1).7

No germline NF1 variants were identified in non-NF1 CPT
patients
No NF1 coding region pathogenic variants were identi-
fied in 31 cases (31/75; 41.3%), including 20 non-NF1
CPT patients (100%) and 11 NF1 CPT patients (11/55;
20.0%) (Additional file 4: Table S1); thus, all non-NF1
patients had no family history of NF1 (Additional file 4:
Table S1, Fig. 1c). In non-NF1 patients, the frequency of
rare SNVs and InDels (MAF < 0.005) in the coding region
of NF1 gene was similar to that of general population
(5% vs. 5.6%) and East Asian population in gnomAD
database (5% vs.3.9%) (Additional file 5: Table S2, Fig. 1f).
One non-NF1 proband (32A) was found to have a
missense variant (NP_001035957.1:p.(Arg765His)) of NF1,
which was reported in ClinVar (variation ID: 68313) as
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“uncertain significance” (same as ACMG interpretation).
This variant was inherited from the patient’s father who
had no NF1. It should be investigated whether this variant
is associated with CPT.

Similar clinical features in NF1 CPT and non-NF1 CPT
The clinical features of NF1 and non-NF1 CPT were
analyzed, including manifestations, interventions and
outcomes (Table 2, Additional file 2: Figure S2). The

Fig. 1 Clinical classification and NF1 pathogenic variants identified in 75 CPT patients. a. The distribution of the number of cases in different onset-age
in NF1 CPT patients, non-NF1 CPT patients, NF1+ (with NF1 pathogenic variants identified) patients, and NF1− (no NF1 pathogenic variants
identified) patients. b. The distribution of the number of cases in four different Crawford types classified when CPT occurred according to age stage. y:
year. c. The distribution of the number of NF1+ (blue bar) and NF1− (red bar) patients in different clinical classification groups. d. The distribution of
exonic functional effect of NF1 pathogenic variants in different Crawford type patients. The majority variants are stop codon (blue bar), InDel (red bar) or
splicing (green bar) variants, only three are missense variants (purple bar). e. The inheritance mode distributed in 43 CPT patients (exclude 5B) identified
NF1 pathogenic variants. De novo variants show in blue, and inherited variants show in purple which is consist of paternal mode (red bar) and maternal
mode (green bar). f. Bar plot of the percentage of rare SNVs and InDels of the NF1 gene in NF1 and non-NF1 CPT patients compared to gnomAD
database. Nonsynonymous variants in the coding region of the NF1 gene with MAF < 0.005 were calculated. gnomAD_EAS: East Asian population of
gnomAD, gnomAD_all: all population. LoF: loss-of-function associated variants, including stop-gain, splicing changes, startlost, stoplost and InDels
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age of onset is mostly were below three years (72/74–
97.3%), with majority showing onset in the first year
(Fig. 1a, Table 2). As the individuals grow, NF1
variants identified in each onset age showed similar
proportions (Pearson correlation coefficient = 0.98, Fig.
1a) and no obvious tendency of transformation from
non-NF1 CPT to NF1 CPT was observed (Fig. 1a).
Overall, there were no significant differences between
the two CPT types in tibia bowing or fracture onset,
lateralization, pathological detection of periosteum
and cortical bone, abnormality of the proximal tibial
epiphysis, and the follow-up of tibia union after sur-
gery (Table 2). For the morphological and radiological
features, all patients had tibia angulation deformity.
NF1 CPT and non-NF1 CPT patients showed no sig-
nificant differences in preserved medullary canal
(Crawford type I), narrowed medullary canal with cor-
tical thickening and trabeculation defect (Crawford
type II) and pseudarthrosis appearance (Crawford type
IV). All the four types of Crawford classification
showed no significant correlation with the age of af-
fected individuals (Spearman correlation coefficient =
0.2). All tissue-available samples of pseudarthrosis
showed fibrovascular tissue hyperplasia, and the ma-
jority of samples showed hyaline degeneration and
thick-walled angiogenesis. In addition, a small fraction
of pseudarthrosis tissues was observed as mucoid de-
naturation, inflammatory cell infiltration, multinuclear
giant cells, or chondroid tissue (Table 2, Additional
file 4: Table S1). Their distribution in NF1 CPT and
non-NF1 CPT groups showed similar a percentage. One
non-NF1 CPT sample (19A) showed pigmented granules
in lesion tissue and one NF1 CPT sample (10A) showed
hemosiderin granules (Additional file 4: Table S1).

More non-NF1 CPT patients were Crawford type III and
tend to use braces
There were two features showed significant differences.
First, in Crawford classifications using X-ray, significantly
more non-NF1 CPT patients had cystic lesion and were
classified as Crawford III compared to NF1 CPT patients
(6/20–30% vs. 1/54–1.9%, OR = 0.039, P-value = 0.001).
However, concerning NF1 and non-NF1 CPT patients with
the same Crawford type, similar morphological and radio-
logical features were observed (Fig. 3). Second, all 20 non-
NF1 CPT patients and 40 out of 54 NF1 CPT patients used
brace in this study (100% vs. 74.1%, OR = 1.914, P-value =
0.008). This suggests that more non-NF1 CPT patients
with cystic lesion but not presenting pseudarthrosis used
brace during their treatment. Regarding tibia union in the
last follow-up, only one non-NF1 patient did not show
tibia union (union rate: 95%) and there was no union in 7
out of 54 NF1 patients (union rate: 87%).

Bilateral pseudarthrosis were observed in all NF1 CPT
patients
In our study, only three (16A, 18A, 71A) NF1 CPT patients
had uncommon bilateral pseudarthrosis (Additional file 4:
Table S1). They all had NF1 with more than one location
showing manifested neurofibromatosis 1. No non-NF1
CPT patients had bilateral pseudarthrosis. Non-NF1 CPT
is more likely to have one localized phenotype.

Genetic heterogeneity and clinical heterogeneity based
on NF1 pathogenic variants
The evaluated NF1 variants mostly caused loss of func-
tion. No significant correlations were found between the
variant types of NF1 and the clinical features (Fisher’s test
P-value > 0.05, Additional file 6: Table S3, Additional file
3: Figure S3 A). Interestingly, two NF1 variants were re-
spectively shared by two unrelated patients. First, 44A and
45A shared the same de novo nonsense variant
p.(Gln400*) (Table 1). However, 44A presented tibia bow-
ing at seven-month-old with the narrowing of the medul-
lary canal, cortical thickening, and trabeculation defect.
The tissue of the patient’s lesion site showed fibrovascular
tissue hyperplasia and thick-wall angiogenesis (Additional
file 4: Table S1). The patient also had an abnormality of
proximal tibial epiphysis while 45A did not present such
features. 45A presented more serious bone atrophy with
narrowing of the ends of the two fragments (named pseu-
darthrosis, Crawford type IV) with tibia bowing at six-
month-old (Additional file 4: Table S1). His lesion site also
showed partial hyaline degeneration. Second, 37A and
75A shared a de novo variant c.3113 + 1G >A (Table 1);
37A presented of the thinned medullary canal, cortical
thickening and trabeculation defect (Crawford type II)
after birth and reached tibial union on the last follow-up
after surgery using bracing (Additional file 4: Table S1),
and 75A presented pseudarthrosis (Crawford type IV) at
two months old, and there was no union after surgery
without brace (Additional file 4: Table S1). These findings
indicate that no direct genotype-phenotype association was
detected using Crawford classification and other clinical
indicators.
In addition, individuals carrying the same NF1 variant in

a family did not show consistent CPT phenotype. In 20
NF1 CPT cases with family history of CPT, only one case
(5A, 5%) inherited a p.Ser168* variant from the father and
both patients had tibial pseudarthrosis. In contrast, no
CPT manifestations were found in either father or mother
of other 19 cases. In ClinVar 3460 NF1 variants (860 be-
nign or likely benign, 1116 pathogenic or likely pathogenic,
1441 uncertain significance, and 43 others) were reported,
among which only four cases had pseudarthrosis (Table 1).
Thus, no obvious CPT manifestations were closely related
to variation type, inheritance mode and specific variant-
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Table 1 Information of NF1 pathogenic variants identified in 75 CPT cases

Sample ID Exon position Nucleotide Changea Amino Acid Changea ACMG Criteria Novel / Known Variation PMID Reported CPT

71A exon 4 c.289C > T p.(Gln97*) Pathogenic Novel

17A exon 5 c.499_502del p.(Cys167Glnfs*10) Pathogenic ClinVar

5A, 5B exon 5 c.503C > G p.(Ser168*) Pathogenic ClinVar

51A exon 6 c.643del p.(Ser215Alafs*10) Pathogenic Novel

26A exon 6 c.654 + 1G > A Pathogenic Novel

47A exon 8 c.731-2A > C Pathogenic Novel

48A exon 8 c.786_787insTT p.(Lys263Leufs*19) Pathogenic Novel

22A exon 9 c.1019_1020del p.(Ser340Cysfs*12) Pathogenic Novel

44A, 45A exon 11 c.1198C > T p.(Gln400*) Pathogenic Novel

29A exon 13 c.1466A > G p.(Tyr489Cys) Pathogenic ClinVarb 23668869

6A exon 14 c.1603C > T p.(Gln535*) Pathogenic Novel

52A exon 17 c.1885G > A p.(Gly629Arg) Pathogenic ClinVar

23A exon 17 c.1992dup p.(Ser665Leufs*5) Pathogenic Novel

36A exon 18 c.2019C > A p.(Cys673*) Pathogenic Novel

54A exon 18 c.2033dup p.(Ile679Aspfs*21) Pathogenic Novel

24A exon 18 c.2044C > T p.(Gln682*) Pathogenic Novel

43A exon 20 c.2330G > C p.(Trp777Ser) Likely pathogenic ClinVar

74A exon 22 c.2947del p.(Leu983*) Pathogenic Novel

37A, 75A exon 23 c.3113 + 1G > A Pathogenic ClinVar

41A exon 24 c.3187_3188insTA p.(Cys1063Leufs*15) Pathogenic Novel

18A exon 28 c.3712G > T p.(Glu1238*) Pathogenic ClinVar

72A exon 29 c.3916C > T p.(Arg1306*) Pathogenic ClinVar

59A exon 35 c.4600C > T p.(Arg1534*) Pathogenic ClinVarb 23668869

64A exon 36 c.4756_4772del p.(Ala1586Tyrfs*30) Pathogenic Novel

27A exon 37 c.5046delinsGGTTAC p.(Cys1682Trpfs*18) Pathogenic Novel

2A exon 37 c.5130del p.(Cys1711Valfs*9) Pathogenic Novel

7A exon 37 c.5199dup p.(Glu1734Argfs*23) Pathogenic Novel

31A exon 38 c.5392C > T p.(Gln1798*) Pathogenic Novel

55A exon 39 c.5697 T > A p.(Cys1899*) Pathogenic Novel

62A exon 40 c.5902C > T p.(Arg1968*) Pathogenic ClinVarb 24232412

3A exon 40 c.5980_5983del p.(Ala1994Lysfs*17) Pathogenic Novel

39A exon 42 c.6401_6402del p.(Cys2134Tyrfs*8) Pathogenic Novel

53A exon 45 c.6772C > T p.(Arg2258*) Pathogenic ClinVar

1A exon 45 c.6819 + 1_6825del Pathogenic Novel

50A exon 46 c.6854dup p.(Tyr2285*) Pathogenic ClinVar

4A exon 48 c.7159_7164del p.(Asn2387_Phe2388del) Pathogenic Clinvarc

40A exon 54 c.7898del p.(Glu2633Glyfs*11) Pathogenic Novel

56A exon 54 c.7909C > T p.(Arg2637*) Pathogenic ClinVarb 16773574

10A exon 1–58 c.-383_*3522del p.0 Pathogenic ClinVar

15A exon 13–30 c.1393_4110del p.(Ser465_Gln1370del) Pathogenic Novel

35A exon 36–58 c.4725_*3522del p.? Pathogenic Novel
aPosition annotated based on NF1 transcript 1 (GenBank: NM_001042492.2, GenPept: NP_001035957.1)
bOnly one case reported having tibial pseudarthrosis
cSame variant position but different variant types
PMID PubMed ID
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position of NF1, suggesting that NF1 and CPT caused by
NF1 gene variants have high clinical heterogeneity.

Over half of NF1 CPT patients had de novo pathogenic
variants and frequently showed fractured bones
Twenty-three (53.5%) de novo pathogenic variants
were found in 40 probands (excluding 5B in family 5)
(Additional file 4: Table S1, Additional file 1: Figure
S1). Since 55 CPT patients (20 non-NF1 and 35 NF1,
55/75 = 73.3%) had no family history of CPT or NF1
(Additional file 4: Table S1), the de novo variant rate
might be under-evaluated. In 20 inherited CPT cases, nine
variants were inherited from the father and 11 variants
were inherited from the mother (Fig. 1e). Interestingly, two
cases (18A, 71A) presented rare bilateral tibial pseudar-
throsis and each harbored a stop-gain variant inherited
from the mother. Four cases (15A, 44A, 47A, 64A) showed
an abnormality of proximal tibial epiphysis all had de novo
variants. Compared to inherited variants, patients harbor-
ing de novo variants showed a significantly higher rate of
fracture (Additional file 6: Table S3, P-value = 0.000042).

Other clinical features showed no much discrepancy (Add-
itional file 3: Figure S3).

Discussion
To our knowledge, this is the first study performing
genetic and clinical analysis of NF1 pathogenic variants
between NF1 and non-NF1 CPT patients. The purpose
of our study was to clarify the genetic basis and the asso-
ciated clinical features related to germline NF1 variants.
Our results revealed that non-NF1 CPT with localized
phenotype had no NF1 germline pathogenic variants but
generally presented similar pseudarthrosis features as
NF1 CPT. NF1 germline pathogenic variants were only
identified in NF1 CPT patients who showed high clinical
heterogeneity, particularly in family members carrying
the same variant and presenting inconsistent tibia fea-
tures. No direct genotype-phenotype correlations were
found. Interestingly, significantly high proportion of
non-NF1 CPT patients presented cystic lesion before
bone fracture (Crawford type III) and used bracing
during the treatment, while all three bilateral

Fig. 2 NF1 pathogenic variants identified by WES in genomic and protein view. NF1 pathogenic variants view from genome to protein secondary
structure and domain. Genomic view: showing in the top with black bars marked as the relative position of exons from NF1 gene transcript variant 1
(GenBank: NM_001042492.2). NF1 pathogenic variants map: NF1 pathogenic variants identified in this study are marked at the bottom according to the
relative position of protein amino acids. NF1 de novo variants show the amino acid change label in red color; inherited variants show in purple color.
Vertical lines show variant position, and Crawford type IV shows in black color, Crawford type II shows in orange color. Protein domains and repeats,
homologous superfamilies (InterPro: P21359): Ras GAP domain (1187-1557aa, glaucous bar), CRAL-TRIO lipid-binding domain (1580-1738aa, glaucous
bar), Bipartite nuclear localization signal domain (2555-2571aa, green bar), Ploy-Ser domain (1352-1355aa, purple bar), PH-like domain superfamily
(1727-1837aa, red bar), Armadillo-type fold superfamily (1849-1886aa, 1920-1984aa, 2200-2420aa and 2613-2676aa, blue bar). Ras GAP and CRAL-TRIO
lipid binding domains with PDB structure are marked at the bottom showing amino acid positions and PDB accessions
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Table 2 Statistical data of clinical features of 74 probands in four groups: NF1 vs. non-NF1, NF1+ vs. NF1−

Clinical
Group

Featuresa NF1+ NF1− NF1
CPT

non-NF1
CPT

NF1+

%
NF1−

%
NF1
CPT %

non-NF1
CPT %

Fisher’s test P value (NF1+

vs. NF1−)
Fisher’s test P value (NF1 vs.
non-NF1)

Total 74 43 11 54 20

Bowing time 0.098 0.587

<1y 32 10 42 19 82.1 90.9 84.0 95.0

1-3y 7 0 7 1 17.9 0.0 14.0 5.0

>3y 0 1 1 0 0.0 9.1 2.0 0.0

NA 4 0 4 0

Crawford classification 0.004 0.001

I 0 2 2 2 0.0 18.2 3.7 10.0

II 11 4 15 2 25.6 36.4 27.8 10.0

III 0 1 1 6 0.0 9.1 1.9 30.0

IV 32 4 36 10 74.4 36.4 66.7 50.0

Fracture 0.156 0.247

Yes 20 5 18 14 71.4 45.5 56.3 73.7

No 8 6 14 5 28.6 54.5 43.8 26.3

NA 15 0 22 1

Fracture time 0.161 0.265

<1y 14 4 18 8 42.4 80.0 47.4 57.1

1-3y 14 0 14 2 42.4 0.0 36.8 14.3

>3y 5 1 6 4 15.2 20.0 15.8 28.6

NA 10 6 16 6

Lateralization 0.502 0.558

Unilateral 41 10 51 20 95.3 90.9 94.4 100.0

Bilateral 2 1 3 0 4.7 9.1 5.6 0.0

Brace 0.129 0.008

Yes 34 6 40 20 79.1 54.5 74.1 100.0

No 9 5 14 0 20.9 45.5 25.9 0.0

Tibial union on last followup 0.171 0.435

Yes 36 11 47 19 83.7 100.0 87.0 95.0

No 7 0 7 1 16.3 0.0 13.0 5.0

APTE 0.09 0.659

Yes 4 0 4 2 36.4 0.0 7.4 10.0

No 7 11 50 18 63.6 100.0 92.6 90.0

Pathology

FTH 34 5 39 15 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

HD 29 5 34 14 85.3 100.0 87.2 93.3

TWA 34 4 38 14 100.0 80.0 97.4 93.3

MD 4 3 7 1 11.8 60.0 17.9 6.7 0.032 0.419

CTF 8 3 11 5 23.5 60.0 28.2 33.3 0.125 0.747

ICI 3 0 3 3 8.8 0.0 7.7 20.0 1 0.331

MGC 5 1 6 2 14.7 20.0 15.4 13.3

NA 9 6 15 5
ay - year(s) old; NF1+ NF1 pathogenic variants identified, NF1− no NF1 pathogenic variants identified. NA not available, APTE Abnormality of the proximal tibial
epiphysis, FTH Fibrovascular tissue hyperplasia, HD hyaline degeneration, TWA thick-walled angiogenesis, MD mucoid denaturation, CTF chondroid tissue focally,
MGC multinuclear giant cells, ICI inflammatory cell infiltration
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Fig. 3 X-ray images of four NF1 CPT vs. four non-NF1 CPT patients. Four NF1 CPT patients show at the left column, and four non-NF1 CPT patients
show at the right column. Case 71A (NF1) and 60A (non-NF1) are Crawford II type showing cortical thickening and narrowed medullary canal; case 13A
(NF1) and 19A (non-NF1) are Crawford III type with cystic lesion; case 47A (NF1) and 70A (non-NF1) were Crawford IV type presenting pseudarthrosis
and an abnormality of the proximal tibial epiphysis (APTE); case 18A (NF1) and 16A (non-NF1) are bilateral and are classified as Crawford IV type
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pseudarthrosis patients were NF1 CPT. These findings
suggest that non-NF1 CPT could be a separate entity
and have a different genetic cause.
CPT manifests dramatically before one year old and the

age of onset is not related to the NF1-type and Crawford
classification. CPT patients commonly have a high rate of
fracture recurrence. Bone morphogenetic protein (BMP)
in treatment has no advantages in improving initial union,
and decreasing the duration between union and refracture
episodes [25]. Therefore, genetic and molecular factors
rather than an environmental factor are more likely con-
tributing to CPT pathogenesis. The diversity of clinical
phenotypes and NF1 germline pathogenic variants suggest
the complexity of the disease-causing mechanism of CPT.
Bone formation and destruction required a balanced inter-
play between osteoblasts and osteoclasts. Osteoblasts can
facilitate proliferation. NF1-deficient osteoblasts have
decreased ability of proliferation and mineralization, while
osteoclasts increase in the lesion site of tibial pseudarthro-
sis [26, 27]. In NF1 conditional knockout mouse models
with inactivation of Nf1 in osteochondroprogenitors or
the undifferentiated mesenchymal cells in the developing
limbs, tibial dysplasia were also observed [28, 29]. Loss of
neurofibromin hyperactivates RAS and is speculated to
cause increased cell growth and survival including pig-
mented lesions, tumor, and skeletal defects such as tibial
pseudarthrosis [15, 30, 31]. In pathological detection of
pseudarthrosis tissue from NF1 CPT patients, highly cellu-
lar fibrocartilage (also known as fibrous hamartoma) was
found [18, 32, 33]. Fibrous hamartoma cell lacks osteo-
blastic differentiation in response to BMPs [32, 34]. The
lesion tissue exhibits low osteogenic ability and high
osteoclastogenicity [21, 33, 35]. All our detected thickened
periosteal tissues including NF1 type and non-NF1 type
presented fibrous tissue hyperplasia and most had prolif-
erating thick-wall blood vessels. This is consistent with
previous studies [20]. The small arteries surrounded by
nerve cells in the periosteum might inhibit the supply of
nutrient to the subperiosteal bone and mesenchymal
stromal cells (MSC), and thus impair the differentiation of
osteoblasts [20, 36]. In a somatic variant screening of
pseudarthrosis tissue in NF1 CPT, no other genes but re-
curring somatic variants of NF1 were detected (sometimes
termed double inactivation) [37]. Our result confirmed
that NF1 loss-of-function variant is a major factor leading
to NF1 CPT.
The limitation of WES and MLPA might make some

NF1 variants undetected. For example, microdeletions,
inversion, translocation or abnormal karyotype might
interfere with NF1 [12, 38–40]. In addition, non-coding
variants from the regulating area of NF1 could be among
the undetected genetic lesions. In addition to germline
loss-of-function variants of NF1, somatic variants occur-
ing in fetal development could be another potential

disease-causing factor [12, 37, 39]. For non-NF1 CPT
exhibiting tibial dysplasia without other NF1 features
but showing similar pathological features as NF1 CPT in
the lesion tissue, localized somatic mosaicism or segmen-
tal NF1 in the tibia could be present [39]. Comprehensive
detection and analysis of other variants using the lesion
tissue and the blood of non-NF1 CPT and NF1 CPT are
needed to answer these questions.
It remains to be determined whether other modifying

genes or variants might play an important role in the
CPT lesion. Not all NF1 CPT were found to have loss of
biallelic NF1 in the soft proliferative pseudarthrosis
tissue [37, 41, 42]. Somatic double inactivation probably
is not the key disease-causing factor of the local tibial
lesion. In addition, the lesion in the tibia is a rare pheno-
type in NF1 patients, with less than 5% of NF1 patients
presenting with tibial pseudarthrosis [3, 10]. Concerning
the inherited NF1 pathogenic variants, there was a low
consistency in CPT manifestation between probands and
variant-positive parents having NF1. In our study, only
5A and his father harbored the same NF1 variant and
both presented CPT. Finally, no NF1 pathogenic variants
were identified in non-NF1 CPT but these patients pre-
sented similar clinical features compared to NF1 CPT.
Taken together, these findings implied that other genetic
factors might contribute to CPT pathogenesis. It deserves
to conduct other genetic or molecular screenings using
either the tissue or the blood to further investigate the
pathogenesis of CPT disease.
Similar to non-NF1 CPT, osteofibrous dysplasia (OFD),

also known as fibroosseous steofibrous dysplasia has a
benign fibroosseous lesion in the tibia of children. It is
necessary to distinguish the clinical features and patho-
genesis between OFD and non-NF1 CPT patients. OFD is
often asymptomatic, painful, and deforming [43, 44].
According to previous studies, CPT occurs in earlier in-
fancy or childhood and presents more severe deformity at
tibia diaphysis compared to OFD [45, 46]. In addition,
CPT is usually limited to the distal third of the tibia,
whereas OFD might spread longitudinally to the meta-
physis as the lesion progresses. For magnetic resonance
and radiographic features, OFD often shows complete
intramedullary extension or perilesional marrow edema
with well-margined osteolytic lesions [45]. In this study, we
excluded OFD according to these features in our examined
non-NF1 CPT cases.

Conclusions
We analyzed a large cohort of CPT cases, including
non-NF1 CPT and NF1 CPT, by screening for germline
pathogenic variants using WES and MLPA. Our results
demonstrated that sharing a similar tibial manifestation
as NF1 CPT, non-NF1 CPT was not related to germline
NF1 pathogenic variants. Germline NF1 pathogenic
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variants predominantly affected NF1 CPT, but could not
explain their clinical heterogeneity in the tibia among
the variant-carriers. We suggest that other genetic varia-
tions might play an important role in CPT pathogenesis.

Methods
Aim, design and settings
The aim of this study was to investigate variants and
characterize clinical features between NF1 CPT and
non-NF1 CPT patients. We screened variants using
WES and MLPA in 55 NF1 CPT patients and 20 non-
NF1 CPT patients, and performed genetic analysis and
clinic analysis to clarify their associations resulting from
NF1 variants of the two types of patients.
The department of pediatric orthopaedics of Hunan

Children’s Hospital is the largest center of CPT treat-
ment in China. It has 68 beds and admits about 80 CPT
patients every year. We receive CPT patients across the
mainland of China.

Participants
A consecutive cohort of 75 cases (55 NF1, 20 non-NF1)
was enrolled in this study. Patients having osteofibrous
dysplasia were excluded in this study. We collected the
detailed clinical information and family history of 74
probands (provided in Additional file 4: Table S1). Per-
ipheral blood of 74 trios was preserved. Only sample 5A
(son) and sample 5B (father) came from the same family.
The average age of probands was 3.8 years old (Fig. 1a,
b). The youngest patient was three-month-old and the
oldest patient was 13-year-old (Additional file 4: Table
S1). Their average age of tibia-bowing-presence was six
months. The ratio of male to female cases was 3:2. By X-
ray examination performed at tibia bowing or fracture
onset, there were 46 probands classified as Crawford
type IV, 7 were type III, 17 were type II, 4 were type I
(Additional file 4: Table S1) [47]. In total, 20 cases had
one single phenotype of tibial pseudarthrosis (HP:
0009736) and were clinically diagnosed as non-NF1 type
(NIH, 1988) [48]. 55 cases (55/75–73.3%) accompanied
multiple Cafe-au-lait spots (CAL, HP:0007565) and were
diagnosed as NF1 type (NIH, 1988) [48]. In which, three
cases also presented subcutaneous neurofibromas, and
15 cases had a family history of multiple CALs and
subcutaneous neurofibromas. Only three patients (16A,
18A, 71A) had bilateral pseudarthrosis manifestation.
Five patients (8A, 15A, 47A, 64A, 70A) presented abnor-
mality of proximal tibial epiphysis (HP: 0010591). Biopsy
of periosteum and partial cortical bone of the patients
who underwent surgery was performed using H&E, and
the pathological results of each patient were collected in
Additional file 4: Table S1. The X-ray images of eight
patients (4 NF1, 4 non-NF1) were provided in Fig. 3.

Whole-exome sequencing and bioinformatic analysis
Genomic DNA from peripheral blood was extracted
using the standard phenol-chloroform method. DNA of
all 75 CPT patients was fragmented and exome was
captured using the Agilent SureSelect Human All Exon
V6 kit. The captured DNA was sequenced with 2 × 150
bp reads by Illumina HiSeq X Ten system (Illumina, San
Diego, California, USA) following the manufacturer’s
instructions. Each sample yielded over 12 Gb raw data.
Over 89% (average ~ 92.9%) bases had Phred quality
score > 30.
The sequenced raw reads in FastQ file format were

preprocessed using Trimmomatic (version 0.33, http://
www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/trim_galore/)
to trim low-quality bases (Phred score < 10) and adapter-
contaminated ends. The polished reads whose length <
36 bp were removed to obtain the clean data. The high-
quality reads were subsequently mapped to the human
reference sequence (version: GRCh38) employing the
alignment tool Burrows-Wheeler Aligner (BWA, Version
0.7.7) [49]. SAMtools [50] and Picard (version 1.106,
https://broadinstitute.github.io/picard/) were run to re-
move the duplicate reads. The Genome Analysis Toolkit
(GATK, version 3.1.1) [51] was applied to realign locally
and recalibrate base quality scores to generate the
refined bam file, and then to call single nucleotide varia-
tions (SNVs) and short insertions and deletions (InDels).
The SNVs and InDels were subsequently performed
functional annotation by ANNOVAR [52] and InterVar
(version 20,180,118) [53]. Phenotype-based annotation
was performed using Phenolyzer [54]. The SNPs and
InDels with population frequency (Minor Allele Fre-
quency, MAF) > 0.1% in gnomAD, 1000genome and
ESP6500 databases were removed. We also filtered out
the variants collected in our in-house database. The
remaining non-benign heterozygous variants annotated
by InterVar or ClinVar (version 20,180,603) in the
coding or UTR regions were then kept for further ana-
lysis. We analyzed the remaining variants by calculating
the number of variants and patients from the same gene
one by one. The gene having the highest variation fre-
quency was prioritized and the variants within the gene
were selected for subsequent validation.
The prioritized variants of the NF1 gene were screened

in ClinVar (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/clinvar/) and
HGMD databases (public version, http://www.hgmd.cf.
ac.uk) for known pathogenic records. By combining the
automatically interpretation of InterVar and personal-
ized information (such as family history, phenotype
cosegregation and previous study results), the clinical
classification of each variant according to ACMG criteria
was further customized. Protein domains and repeats,
homologous superfamilies of neurofibromin were quer-
ied from InterPro (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/interpro).
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Sequence validation with sanger
The candidate variants in NF1 gene identified by WES
were validated using Sanger method in the trios (affected
probands, father and mother). PCR primers were de-
signed using the Primer-blast program (https://www.
ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/tools/primer-blast/). All the variants
were validated by independent PCR amplification and
DNA bidirectional sequencing performed on an ABI
3130 DNA analyzer. Segregation patterns were obtained
to determine whether the variant cosegregated with the
CPT phenotype in the pedigree.

Multiplex ligation-dependent probe amplification (MLPA)
For the NF1 CPT patients unidentified NF1 variants by
WES, deletions or duplications encompassing > = 1 NF1
exon or entire gene were detected using MLPA. We
used the SALSA MLPA probe P081 NF1 mix 1 and
P082 NF1 mix 2 (MRC-HOLLAND, Amsterdam, the
Netherlands) to screen the DNA of peripheral blood and
performed dosage analysis following the manufacturer’s
instructions.

Statistical analysis
74 CPT probands were divided into four groups: 54 of
NF1 CPT, 20 of non-NF1 CPT, 43 with NF1 pathogenic
variants identified (NF1+), and 11 NF1 CPT but without
NF1 pathogenic variants identified (NF1−). Statistical
analyses were performed using IBM SPSS 20.0 software
(IBM SPSS, Inc., Chicago, IL). In the analysis of clinical
features, Chi-square test and Fisher’s exact test were ap-
plied to compare between NF1 CPT group and non-NF1
CPT group, and between NF1+ group and NF1− group.
Odds ratio (OR) value of clinical features was calculated.
All P values calculated were two-sided. Spearman correl-
ation coefficient was calculated between age distribution
and NF1 classification in CPT patients. Pearson correl-
ation coefficient was calculated between the number of
NF1+ patients and their age distribution.

Supplementary information
The online version of this article (https://doi.org/10.1186/s13023-019-1196-0)
contains supplementary material, which is available to authorized users.

Additional file 1: Figure S1. Sequencing profile of identified variants in
trios by Sanger sequencing. All 41 trios had performed Sanger
sequencing and this figure shows three of them. “A” in sample ID
represents probands, “B” represents the proband’s father, “C” represents
the proband’s mother. (TIF 560 kb)

Additional file 2: Figure S2. Box plot of percentage of clinical features
presented in four groups of CPT patients: NF1, non-NF1, NF1+ and NF1 − .
(TIF 1261 kb)

Additional file 3: Figure S3. Distribution of exonic functions and
inheritance mode of variants in clinical features. A. Distribution of exonic
functions against clinical features. No significant p-value of Fisher’ test
was found in each feature. B. Distribution of inheritance mode against

clinical features. Fracture shows a significant difference with p-value =
4.2E-05 (Fisher’s test). (TIF 2734 kb)

Additional file 4: Table S1. The detailed clinical and genetic
information of participated CPT cases. (XLSX 20 kb)

Additional file 5: Table S2. Statistics of rare variants in the coding
region of the NF1 gene in CPT patients compared to gnomAD
population. (XLS 18 kb)

Additional file 6: Table S3. The number of patients having different
NF1 variant types distributed in evaluated clinical features. (XLS 21 kb)
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